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Dedicated...
R

enault is in the process of

launching a dedicated sub-

brand for business and

government customers called

Renault Fleet.

With direct customer access via a

dedicated website, Renault Fleet ups

the game in terms of the company’s

commitment to the fleet market and

the core of the new project is centred

around the promises of:

� 5-year/150 000 km factory

warranty

� 5-year AA Roadside Assistance

� 96% of parts available within 24

hours

� Full range of vehicles for demo or

test drives

� Guaranteed delivery dates

� Dedicated fleet / business

contact centre number

� Mobility Solution

Renault Fleet is committed to

providing to business buyers a

superior level of information,

constantly updated, always relevant

and a dedicated service specifically

tailored to you, the fleet buyer. 

Whether you run a fleet of two or

200, with our extensive product range

in both passenger car and light

commercial segments we are

confident we can be of service. With

our unique fleet offering,

incorporating our specifically

customised ‘Fleet Promises’, we are

almost certain to have a vehicle that

suits your purpose. 

Renault Fleet is committed to

helping you maximise your return on

your fleet investment, whatever the

size of your fleet, we have a

comprehensive support structure and

would welcome the opportunity to

discuss your fleet needs.   

Last year was a landmark year for

Renault South Africa – marking 15

years since the brand returned to the

country. Interestingly, the year also

saw a significant worldwide sales

increase of 3,6% for the Renault

Group, with 6,8% of that driven by

sales outside of Europe.
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On show

Renault underlined its continued focus on
the  market with a significant presence at

this year’s CV Show at the NEC, Birmingham,
with a total of 12 vehicles on show.

Tthe French brand exhibited three Kangoo
Vans, including a long wheelbase version of
the 100% electric version, ZE. 

Joining it was a long wheelbase Maxi and
the new five-seat Crew Van Cab with an
innovative multi-positional bulkhead. 

The new five-seat Crew Van Cab version
features a unique multi-positional bulkhead
that permits the rear row of seats and the
metal mesh screen including the headrests
above to fold forward completely. 

Moving up the range, two people carrying
versions of Trafic - Renault’s highest-selling
LCV model - Crew Van and nine-seat
Passenger – sat alongside their Kangoo Van
siblings. 

Renault power

Four Renault-powered drivers finished in
the top four of the recent Bahrain Grand

Prix. Sebastian
Vettel secured
the first win of
the season for
Red Bull Racing-
Renault, 3.3secs
ahead of Lotus
F1 Team-
Renault’s Kimi
Raikkonen and Romain Grosjean. Mark
Webber secured fourth for Red Bull Racing-
Renault, giving the RS27 a clean sweep of
the top four; the first time Renault engines
have done so since the 1997 Luxembourg GP
when Jacques Villeneuve (Williams-Renault)
finished ahead of Jean Alesi (Benetton-
Renault), Heinz-Harald Frentzen (Williams)
and Gerhard Berger (Benetton).

Caterham F1 Team finished with Vitaly
Petrov 16th and Heikki Kovalainen 17th after
the latter suffered a first lap puncture. 

Unfortunately, in the 150th race for the
Williams-Renault partnership, both Bruno
Senna and Pastor Maldonado retired. 

Sebastian’s win is the 28th for the Red Bull
Racing-Renault package and takes Renault’s
tally of wins in F1 to 143.
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Megane RS Trophy



Bullish about Renault’s prospects in

the local market, managing director,

Xavier Gobille, says: “The Renault SA

team is on the move. It’s a team that

is not only stronger than ever, but is

already performing very well. In fact, I

would say that the brand is in its most

favourable position since the start of

the millennium more than a decade

ago. 

“Renault’s reputation as one of the

safest vehicle ranges available has

fuelled sales across the growing

range and it remains the only

manufacturer to have had 12 vehicles

to achieve a 5-star rating in the

independent Euro NCAP vehicle

safety programme.

“We have the freshest product

offering, having launched no less

than 10 new models last year. In

addition, our 5-year /150 000 km

warranty and standard service plan

provides industry-leading motoring

peace of mind. 

“The Renault dealer network has

grown commensurately, despite the

highly competitive state of the retail

sector (48 dealers as at August 2011

with 55 planned by 2014). 

“Renault will continue to expand its

product offering with several new,

value-added models planned for

release during 2012 to further

increase our reach in the passenger

car segment. 

“We will also extend our range to

include a number of new light

commercial vehicles. And,

affordability will remain a continuing

theme. 

“For Renault SA, all the indicators

are positive. The potential is there

and we are ticking all the boxes. All

we have to do is to translate that

potential into success. We have been

able to build a solid foundation for the

future for our products, our brand and

our dealer network.”
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R
enault South Africa has

secured two major fleet

replacement deals for Kangoo

and the Sandero 1.6 Dynamique.

The Sandero will form the basis of

a replacement cycle at Pick ‘n Pay in

which 250 vehicles will be replaced

over the next four years.

Richard Carter national fleet

manager for Pick ‘n Pay said: “The

vehicles will be used mainly by our

food technicians visiting farms to

inspect the quality of produce or

those inspecting goods and services

at our various stores.

The Kangoo has been selected by

Diebold, a services company

providing integrated technology

solutions. 

Nathan Alpert, country services

manager says: “We are currently in

the process of replacing all the

existing panel vans in our fleet and

adding to it as we now have 90

technicians around the country.

“The initial delivery is for 11 Kangoo

vans with the rest being migrated into

Fleet deals

R
enault sees reducing

environmental impact as a

major challenge the

automotive industry must take on. 

Carmakers must drastically reduce

fuel consumption and prepare

vehicles that emit no CO2 as soon as

possible. 

Renault thinks it  essential to offer

customers  the most efficient

technology at affordable prices.

This is why Renault is targeting

European leadership on low fuel

consumption and CO2 emissions by

2015.

In parallel with fundamental work

on vehicles Renault’s powertrain

strategy is based on the continuous

and significant reduction of fuel

consumption and CO2 emissions for

the internal-combustion range

through downsizing and the

introduction of new technologies on

diesel and petrol engines and

conventional transmissions.

By 2020, nine out of 10 vehicles

sold will still be fuel-burning models –

hence the objective of considerably

reducing consumption and emissions. 

Future engine generations will emit

30 to 40 g/km less CO2 compared

with today’s units.

Fuel consumption
Seeking European leadership

the fleet as the older ones reach

replacement date. 

“The whole is on a Full

Maintenance Lease contract with

ABSA Vehicle Management Services.

“We decided on Kangoo because

we were not all that happy with the

current product. Having studied the

market carefully and even looking at

the option of a bakkie with a canopy,

we felt the Kangoo and Renault

would be the best option.”
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Tempting trio

Clio upgraded

Renault Clio is revamped for 2012

to a four-model range, all

powered by a 1,6-litre 16-valve

engine and a host of specification

changes.

The connected range of features

includes a Parrot Bluetooth system

on the entry-level Clio 1.6 Yahoo! and

Yahoo! Plus and extends toTomTom

LIVE on the top-spec Avantage. 

In addition, the Clio Yahoo! boasts

an MP3-compatible radio/CD player

with an RCA auxiliary audio jack for

connecting personal media players.

The Avantage also boasts fully

integrated Bluetooth functionality, a

multimedia connection box that offers

auxiliary iPod and USB line-in

options, and Renault’s Plug & Music

Bluetooth audio streaming.

D
etermined to ensure the latest

Renault technology and

design is always available,

Renault has launched a tempting trio

of new models. 

First up is the Trophy 265 that

delivers unprecedented performance

in the front-wheel drive segment,

linked to superlative handling and

head-turning styling details.

At the heart of the new flagship RS

model is a reworked version of the

2,0-litre 16-valve engine. In Trophy

specification, the standard car’s 184

kW power peak is raised to  195 kW

at 5 500 r/min.

Similarly, the maximum torque

climbs from 340 to 360 Nm, available

between 3 000 and 5 000 r/min. The

gains are achieved by means of a

higher boost pressure of 2,5 bar and

a new air intake design.

Despite the increased performance,

the uprated specification for the RS

Trophy 265 allows for greater

efficiency and reduced fuel

consumption.

To maximise its dynamic talents,

the Mégane RS Trophy 265 is

equipped with the performance-

oriented Cup chassis as standard,

matched to a limited slip differential

for improved traction.

Visually, the RS Trophy 265 is

instantly recognisable by its extensive

‘Red Line’ detailing and specific

decals.

The new 2012 Koleos boasts a

redesigned front-end  and the air

intakes positioned on either side of

the Renault logo on the previous

version have made way for an

elegant chrome grille. 

The dynamic presence of the new

Koleos is reinforced by new, slimmer

headlights and a more muscular front

bumper with sculpted recesses for

the front fog lights. The distinctive

rear-end styling of the outgoing

model has been retained for the new

version. 

New to the Koleos is the striking

and modern Cayenne Orange body

colour, which gives Renault’s

upmarket crossover even greater

visual appeal.

The Dynamique trim is the only one

available and it includes standard

ABS with Emergency Brake Assist,

ESP, dual front, side and full-length

curtain air bags, as well as load

limiters for the front and outer rear

seatbelts.

The new Koleos is powered by a

2,5-litre 16-valve four-cylinder petrol

engine that develops 126 kW of

power at 6 000 r/min and 226 Nm of

torque at 4 400 r/min. 

This unit is matched to a six-speed

manual gearbox in both 4x2 and 4x4

guises, and the option of a

continuously variable transmission

(CVT) in the case of the latter.

Renault’s Scénic multi-purpose

vehicle has benefitted from a

comprehensive update for 2012,

adding even more style, improved

equipment and functionality.

The dynamic and sportier look of

the standard five-seat Scénic is

achieved by means of a more

aggressive front-end treatment. The

2012 Scénic sees the introduction of

the all-new 1.6 dCi Energy turbo-

diesel engine with Stop-and-Start

feature, as fitted to the Grand Scénic

Dynamique.

The 1.6 dCi Energy is the world’s

most powerful engine of it’s size with

a maximum power of 96kW. Peak

torque is 320 Nm at 1 750 r/min.

At the same time, it’s combined-

cycle fuel consumption is 20%  better

than the 1.9 dCi at 4,4/100 km, while

CO2 emissions have been slashed by

30 g/km to 114 g/km.

More good news for the 2012 range

is the introduction of the 2.0 dCi Auro

available on the Grand Scenic BOSE

Edition. 

The powerplant produces 110 kw at

4000 r/min linked to 360 Nm at 2000

r/min driving through a six-speed

automatic transmission.

The familiar 1.6 16v petrol engine

remains available in the five-seat

Scénic Expression. It produces a

creditable 83 kW of power, coupled to

a 151 Nm torque peak.
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Renault
Simola Hill Climb

F
or the third year, Renault South

Africa was the main sponsor of

the Simola Hill Climb in Knysna

and, while the overall title of ‘King of

the Hill’ went to one of the many

muscle cars entered, Renault had its

own challenge within a challenge.

In Class A1 for Standard

Production cars the winner was

former racer Deon Joubert in one the

just launched Megane RS Trophy

models.

In second place in a similar car was

Scott Hayes, editor of SA Carfan and

also the winner of the media

challenge that saw four

motoring journalists

competing on the day.

Third place went to Frank

van der Merwe in a 2010

Megane RS250 Cup.

Another Renault challenge within a

challenge was the DJ Challenge in

which Lance Du Plessis won with an

overall best time of  53,147 followed

by Arod  and DJ Ready.

The DJ’s also drove new Megane

RS Trophy models.

Design at Renault

F
ounded in 1961 as a result of

the partnership with the

independent stylist Philippe

Charbonneau, who penned the R8,

Style Renault eventually broke away

from the bodywork department and

became independent, while

remaining answerable to the head of

Engineering. 

In January 1988, Style Renault

made way for the Industrial Design

Department, which hailed a radical

change in attitudes and practices. 

A matrix-based organization was

set up, leading technologies were

introduced and the head count

doubled under the leadership of

Patrick le Quément. 

Promoted to the rank of a major

division, on an equal footing with

Engineering and Products, Design

now contributes to the specification

and the industrial production of the

group’s projects.

Inspired by the Brand’s signature –

Drive the Change – and with the new

boss of Industrial Design, Laurens

van den Acker, at the reins, Design is

today digging deep into the roots of

Renault’s identity to express the full

human dimension of the company in

the shape of a new strategy based on

the cycle of life.

This vision also connects the Brand

to its customers and every one of

their experiences: when they fall in

love, head off on a journey, have a

family, work and play, and end up by

becoming wiser�


